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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVITIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE(S),

DHUBRI

G.R. Case No. 3023 of 2013
U/S 341/323/34 IPC

STATE OF ASSAM

-VS.-

1. AZIZUL HOQUE &
        2. ANARUL HAQUE.……...ACCUSED PERSONS

PRESENT:- SMTI. SANGITA HALOI, L.L.M., A.J.S.
SUB-DIVITIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE(S),
DHUBRI.

FOR THE STATE:- MR. R. K. ROY, LEARNED A.P.P.
FOR THE ACCUSED:- MR. I. U. AHMED, 

LEARNED ADVOCATE
EVIDENCE RECORDED ON :- 21.05.2018, 30.07.2018, 

    29.03.2019 & 17.06.2019. 
ARGUMENT HEARD ON :- 28.08.2019
JUDGEMENT DELIVERED ON :- 09.09.2019.

JUDGMENT

1.  In this case accused Azizul Hoque & another are facing trial for

the case filed by the informant Gafur Uddin Ahmed, u/s 341/323/34 I.P.C. 

2.  The brief of  the prosecution story as revealed from the F.I.R.

Inter-Alia is that  on 16.02.2013 at about 9:30 AM, while the brother of

informant Gazibor Rahman was proceeding towards Motirchar from his

house by riding a bike, on his way, all the accused persons armed with

iron rod etc. have restrained him near the Block Mosque of Motirchar and

assaulted him with intent to kill him. Due to that his brother sustained

injuries on his nose, face and broken his left hand. Thereafter, he was

shifted to Dhubri Civil Hospital through 108. Hence, the informant filed

the case. 

3.  On receipt of  the Ejahar  the In-Charge of  Bazar  T.O.P.  under

Dhubri P.S., vide G.D. Entry No.263, dated 16.02.2013 and forwarded the

same to the Officer-in-Charge of Dhubri P.S. for registering a case under
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proper section of law. After receiving the same the Officer-in-Charge of

Dhubri  P.S.  registered  the  case  vide  Dhubri  P.S.  Case  No.102/13,  u/s

341/325/34 I.P.C. and endorsed S.I. Mr. B. N. Das to investigate the case.

During  the  course  of  investigation,  the  I.O.  visited  the  place  of

occurrence, recorded the statement of the witnesses. After completion of

investigation,  the  I.O.  has  submitted  the  charge  sheet  against  the

accused persons u/s 341/323/34 I.P.C. and was forwarded the case to the

court for trial. 

4.  On receipt of summons the accused persons appeared before

the court. Copies of relevant documents were furnished to the accused

persons under section 207 of Cr. P.C. After hearing the learned counsel

for both the sides and on finding sufficient materials to presume that the

accused  persons  have  committed  offences  punishable  under  section

341/323/34  IPC,  the  charge  of  offences  punishable  under  the  said

sections were read over and explained to the accused persons to which

they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

5.  In support of his case, prosecution has examined as many as

four  numbers  of  witnesses.  After  closure  of  prosecution  evidence,

statement  under  section  313  of  Cr.P.C.  is  recorded  of  the  accused

persons, which were of total denial. Defence side did not examine any

witness. 

6.  Heard the argument put forwarded by the learned Counsel for

both the sides as well as gone through the evidence available on record.

7. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION

i)  Whether  the  accused  persons  on

16.02.2013 at about 9:30 AM, near the Block Mosque

of  Motirchar,  in  furtherance  of  their  common

intention, wrongfully  restrained  the  informant’s

brother Gazibor Rahman and thereby committed the

offence punishable u/s 341/34 IPC?

ii)  Whether  the  accused  persons,  on  the

same date and place, in furtherance of their common
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intention,  voluntarily  caused  hurt  to  said  Gazibor

Rahman  and  thereby  committed  the  offence

punishable u/s 323/34 IPC?

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:-

8.  I  have  gone through  the  evidence  on  record  and heard  the

learned counsels of both sides and I shall now discuss and decide the

points formulated.  

EVIDENCES

9.  In this case the informant Gofuruddin Ahmed was examined as

PW-1, one Abdus Sattar was examined as PW-2, one Altaf Hussain was

examined as PW-3 and one Gazibor Rahman was examined as PW-4.

10. PW-1, Gofuruddin Ahmed, deposed that he is the informant of

this  case.  The  accused persons  are  known to  him.  The  incident  took

place in the yar  2013 at  around 9 AM in the morning,  when he was

informed by one Krishna Ch. Rai  stating that he has seen his brother

being injured in his mouth and hand before Motisar Block Mosque. He

was informed that his brother was being assaulted by a iron rod and a

spade when he was riding a bike. He went to the place of occurrence and

thereafter took his brother to Dhubri Civil  Hospital  and thereafter had

lodged an FIR against the accused persons. Ext.1 is the FIR and Ext.1(1)

is his signature. During  his  cross  examination  he  stated  that  his

brother’s name is Gazibor Rahman who is the victim. His house is at a

distance  of  10  KM  from  the  place  of  occurrence.  His  brother  had  a

dispute with the accused person from a prior point of time due to some

issue of politics. He went to the place of occurrence as per information

received from one Krishna Ch. Rai. He has denied all the suggestions put

forwarded to him by the defence counsel during his cross-examination. 

11. PW-2,  Abdus  Sattar,  deposed  that  he  does  not  know  the

informant as well as the accused persons of this case. He also does not
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know anything about the incident. His cross-examination was declined by

the defence.  

 

12. PW-3, Altaf Hussain, deposed that he knows the informant and

accused persons of this case. The incident took place around five years

ago. He heard from Gajibur that Azizul had assaulted Gajibur by hitting

him with a stick on his head. During  his  cross  examination

he had denied the suggestion that Gajibur did not state before him that

Azizul had assaulted him with stick on his head. 

13.PW-4,  Gazibor  Rahman,  deposed that  he knows the  informant  of  this

case, who is his brother. Accused person is known to him. On 16.02.2013,

at  around  9:30  P.M.,  when  he  was  going  from  his  house  towards

Matirchar with a bike, accused Anarul, Azizul Hoque, his father (whose

name is not known to him) have wrongfully restrained him on the way

and thereafter they have assaulted him with iron road, spade etc. in his

head,  nose and hand,  as a result  of  which he had sustained injuries.

Thereafter, he was taken to the Hospital by neighbouring people, where

he was medically treated for 3/4 days.

 During  his  cross-examination  he  said  that  their  dispute  is

basically  related  to  Panchayat  Election.  Near  the  place  of  occurrence

there are shops and houses, but he cannot say their names, except a

few, namely Abdul Aziz, Afsar. At the time of occurrence approximately

30 people have assembled at the place of occurrence, but he cannot say

their  names.  Police  recorded  his  statement.  He  had  denied  all  the

suggestion put forwarded to him by the defence counsel during cross-

examination. 

 APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCES

14. Since both the points for determination are intricately connected I find it

appropriate to discuss both the points together for better appreciation of

the evidences. 

15.In the FIR the informant alleged that the accused Ajijul Haque, Anarul

Haque and Rahimuddin Sk restrained his brother on his way to Motirchar

and  thereupon  assaulted  his  brother/victim  Gazibar  Rahman  severely
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causing multiple injuries over his face and body. Accused Rahimuddin Sk

who was named in the FIR as an assailant had expired during the course

of investigation and a death report of the said person was found with the

CR. After the case was lodged the I.O. after detailed investigation filed

the charge sheet u/s. 323/341/34 against both the accused. 

16.So far as the offence u/s.341 IPC is concerned the PW.1 testified that the

accused had assaulted his brother with iron rod and a spade in front of

Motisar Block Mosque while he was riding a bike. After that he took the

injured to the hospital and lodged the FIR. During his cross examination

he admitted that he went to the place of occurrence after he received

the information from one Krishna Ch. Ray. The PW.4 being the informant

had fully corroborated the evidence of PW.1 that he was assaulted by the

accused being equipped with rod, spade etc. while he was riding his bike

towards  Motirchar.  The  other  witnesses  i.e.,  PW.2  had  no  knowledge

about this case. The PW.3 deposed that he had only heard about the

incident of victim being assaulted by the accused Azizul with a stick. The

testimony  of  the  independent  witness  PW.3  did  not  develop  the

prosecution case, however he did not refute the evidence of PW.1 and

PW.4 either. 

17.The Ld. Defence counsel both during the cross-examination as well  as

during his argument stated that this case is nothing but the result of the

political  rivalry  between  both  sides.   According  to  him the  informant

dragged the accused in this case due to previous animosity of both sides.

But the said plea of the defence in turn substantiates that the accused

had the reason behind the attack caused upon the victim/PW.4. 

18. The  evidences  of  both  the  key  witnesses  i.e.,  the  PW.1  being  the

informant and PW.4 being the victim are unison on the point of injuries

caused to the victim/PW.4 by the accused. The testimony of the PW.1 had

corroborated the contents of the FIR and I find his evidence convincing.

Similarly the victim/PW.4 had also corroborated the PW.1 regarding the

alleged attack and his evidence is appearing trustworthy and natural. It

is interesting to note here that the accused did not deny their presence

in the place of occurrence. The prosecution had also adduced convincing

evidence that the accused had assaulted the PW.4. Now the defence had

taken the plea that the victim/PW.4 sustained injury due to fall from the
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bike, the onus of proving such fact clearly shifts on the defence u/s 103

of the Evidence Act. The defence has failed to discharge the burden.

19.Learned  defence  lawyer  argued  further  on  non-examination  of  the

remaining PWs. But the out of the 6 ( six) witnesses two of them had

already expired and it is well settled that evidence is weighed and not

counted. When the evidence of the examined PWs, particularly the victim

(PW.4), is found to be flawless on the point of voluntarily causing hurt by

accused by restraining him, non-examination of the remaining PWs is of

no consequence in my considered opinion. The defence hammered on

non-examination of the M.O. also. But non-examination of the M.O. does

not necessarily disprove the hurt itself.  Even a bodily pain, which the

victim (PW.4 in this case) and not a doctor is the best person (rather the

sole person, because, such pain can be perceived by skin/touch only and

it is the victim who is the sole person to perceive such pain in that sense

vide Sec.60 of the Evidence Act) to speak about, can amount to hurt as

defined u/s 319 IPC and no medical expertise is required to understand

that  a  blow of  the  body resulting  in  bleeding  would  invariably  cause

some pain. Be it noted here that the I.O. had sent the victim (PW.4) for

medical examination on the very date of the occurrence and this piece of

evidence  of  the  PW.1  and  PW.4  remained  almost  unrebutted  by  the

defence.

20.Now coming to the element of common intention of the accused persons

are concerned, it is settled law that the existence of a common intention

can be inferred from the attending circumstances of the case and the

conduct of the parties.  Hon’ble SC in Nand Kishor vs. State of M.P. ,

(2012) 1 SCC (Cri)378 held that when a criminal act is done by several

persons in furtherance of common intention of all, each of such person is

liable for that act in the same manner as if it was done by him alone. If

the common intention leads to the commission of the criminal offence

charged,  each  one  of  the  persons  sharing  the  common  intention  is

constructively liable for the criminal act done by one of them.
Similarly, in this case in hand it is established that the accused co

jointly had executed the attack. Thus the common intention of both the

accused to accomplice a criminal act is established in this case. 
21.In view of the discussions made above I come to the safe conclusion that
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the prosecution has able to establish the case and proved the offences

against the accused persons u/s 341/323/34 IPC for voluntarily causing

hurt  to the victim Gazibar Rahman on 16/02/13 at about 9.30 A.M at

Matirchar under Dhubri P.S beyond reasonable doubt. 
22.So,  I  find  the  accused  are  guilty  of  offence  u/s  341/323/34  IPC.

Accordingly the accused are held guilty and they are convicted under the

said sections.  

BENEFIT UNDER PROBATION OF OFFENDER’S ACT

23.I have heard both the accused/ convicts on the point of sentence likely to

be inflicted upon the accused/convicts. From the evidences available on

record  it  is  clear  that  both  sides  had  some differences  pertaining  to

election  matter  but  inspite  of  settling  the  matter  peacefully  they

intended to approach the victim by using criminal force. Hence, I do not

find any ground for granting the benefit of the provision of Probation of

Offenders Act to the accused/convicts. 
24.The maximum punishment u/s 323 IPC is imprisonment for a term which

may extend to one year or with fine which may extend to Rs.1000/- or

with both. The maximum punishment u/s 341 IPC is imprisonment for a

term which may extend to one month, or with fine which may extend to

Rs.500/- or with both The accused/convicts stated that this is their first

offence. The prosecution has also failed to show any criminal background

of the accused persons/convicts. So, it is established that, it was their

first offence committed by the accused/convicts. I have considered the

fact having no criminal antecedent of the accused/convicts and decided

to deal with them leniently and not to impose imprisonment which I think

will meet the ends of justice.
25.Accordingly accused/ convicts, namely, Azizul Haque and Anarul Haque

are sentence them to pay a fine of Rs.1000/-(Rupees One Thousand only)

each and Rs.500/- ( Rupees Five Hundred only), each U/S 323/341/34 IPC

respectively in default of payment of fine simple imprisonment for 10

(ten) days. 
26.The fine amount if realized shall be given to the victim as compensation. 
27.Furnish a copy of this order to the accused/convict forthwith.
28.Given under my hand & seal  of  this Court  and delivered in the open

Court on this 9th day of  September, 2019 at Dhubri.
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    (SANGITA HALOI)
Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(S)

 Dhubri

A P P E N D I X

PROSECUTION WITNESSES:

1. P.W-1  GOFORUDDIN AHMED
2. P.W-2 ABDUS SATTAR
3. PW-3 ALTAF HUSSAIN
4. PW-4                    GAJIBOR RAHMAN

COURT WITNESSES :

Nil

DEFENCE WITNESSES :

Nil

EXHIBITED DOCUMENTS: ( PROSECUTION)

1. Exhibit-1 F.I.R.

          EXHIBITED DOCUMENTS: ( DEFENCE)

NIL.

(SANGITA HALOI)
Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(S)

Dhubri
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